V I E W P R O T E C T
World leader in transparent security barriers

CATALOGUE

Introduction
This catalogue will provide an overview of ViewProtect’ unique product
range, featuring our internationally patented Smart Bar technology.
ViewProtect’s transparent safety and security barriers ranges from user friendly DIY safety bars, our “flagship” Smart Bar
technology products, and a range of gate products covering different openings.
A large number of our products are custom made and we pride ourselves on the detail and time we spend to produce a
product that provide the ultimate protection that is strong, and aesthetical pleasing.
The simplistic design of the Smart Bar technology has allowed for the creation of the most secure alarm monitoring sensor!
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Who are we?
ViewProtect is a newly formed company operating from Stellenbosch, South
Africa, with an international footprint of certified installers. We provide high
quality, superior strength, aesthetically pleasing, transparent security barriers
to our clients using our patented Smart Bar technology.
ViewProtect has already established itself in South Africa, notorious
for soaring crime rates as an innovative market leader in the field
of transparent physical security, having developed, tested, and
installed transparent barriers in the country for the last nine years.
At the time of the product’s development, Marius was driven by
specific needs called for by the security industry in South Africa. His
attentive response was to develop Smart Bar technology, a product
solution that provides a reliable alarm sensor that will not trigger
accidental false alarms; a permanent alarm protection barrier, even
when the property is occupied; will allow for alarm protection, even
in areas where it was not previously possible (such as bathrooms,
occupied bedrooms, etc.) and allows for a physically strong and
aesthetically pleasing barrier.
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Overview of the Market
The security market has been swamped with a variety of alarm
sensors and advanced electronic products which claim to provide
the ultimate alarm protection. Few, however, can provide a
24/7 active alarm monitoring protection without ever having to
deactivate an alarm zone. Many of these advanced alarm sensors
produce numerous false alarms that cost security companies
millions each year and damage the industry’s reputation.
ViewProtect has developed a Smart Bar technology product, Armed Bars, which will
not only offer the customer a transparent physical barrier but, very importantly, provide
an alarm sensor that can remain active 24/7.
These Smart Bar technology product range will not only improve and modernise the
physical security barrier industry, but it will also enhance and compliment your client’s
existing alarm monitoring system with the addition of a 24/7 active alarm sensor.
These “first world” physical security barriers will eliminate the imposing prison-like feel,
typically associated with more traditional, “third world” metal security barriers that are
outdated, imposing and offensive to the eye.
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So this is how it works, in a nutshell
At its core, Smart Bar technology products boast the following features:
Physically strong transparent barrier

Most secure alarm sensor

Made from approved LEXAN
Polycarbonate material that is
aesthetically pleasing with impeccable,
high-impact strength. This material is
typically used by police officers as shields
during riots, bullet resistant and airplane
windows.

The Smart Bar technology allows for a special wire
to be securely wedged in specially-made grooves
on either side of a transparent Polycarbonate
bar. This special wires can be connected using a
wireless connection or hardwired to any alarm
monitoring system. This technology will provide
your customer with permanent armed perimeter
protection.

Transparent
Polycarbonate bar

Special wire
(Alarm sensor)

Smart Bar technology is tech and innovation you can trust. The unique selling
point of the Smart Bar product range is that it ingeniously combines two different
branches of traditional security barriers to form one truly efficient security product.
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Unparalleled alarm sensor integration
This technology allows the home or business owner,
your potential client, to fully utilize their alarm system by
having permanent perimeter protection while living and
even moving inside their home or workplace. This allows
the client the freedom to open, close, and easily clean
windows and the bars themselves.

Alarm
Panel

Wireless Transmitter

Alarm Signal

This is good news because there will be no more false
alarms caused by accidental human error, animals,
plants, or insects. Only force can activate the alarm
whereby an intruder tries to cut, kick, or melt through
these clear bars. When the intruder activates the alarm,
he still needs to break through these bars before he
enters the building.

AluRail
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Armed Bar

Window Frame

Window Reveal
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Certified Installers
ViewProtect has developed a detailed training manual that
is used for the training of installers. Only after an installer
successfully completed our training course and signed our
Code of Conduct, will they qualify as certified installers.
ViewProtect has an international footprint of certified installers
and will only supply our Armed Bars to these installers.
ViewProtect has invested in the development of a user-friendly smartphone
APP that allows our certified installers to complete their quotations on-site
through the collection of measurement data received from a laser measuring
device. This captured data can then be uploaded onto the factory database,
ready for production within minutes. The ViewProtect App decreases the time
it takes to calculate multiple windows, produces material order lists, generates
client quotations, and calculates and sketches designs ready for manufacturing.
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Strong Barrier - Polycarbonate
It is well known that the best and most reliable security is to have a
physical barrier between you and an intruder. Therefore, it is essential to
know that your barriers are a robust and dependable product that will
provide you the required early warning you need.

Our variety of transparent burglar bars are manufactured from the worldrenowned LEXAN polycarbonate globally known as one of the top
polycarbonate brands available. ViewProtect only uses polycarbonate that
has UV protection on both sides of the bar. The narrow sides of the bars are
routed to prevent fatal cutting on the sharp edges of a newly cut bar.
ViewProtect uses an independent test laboratory (University of
Stellenbosch Institute of Structural Engineering) to run random tests on the
polycarbonate products before the sale of ViewProtect products.
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PRODUCTS

Safety Bars

Unarmed safety bars can protect children
from falling from high-rise buildings or
keep unwanted animals out.
Safety bars are transparent barriers, manufactured from
polycarbonate that can be installed at window openings or any
other opening. The safety bars can be installed directly on the
window frame or within a ViewProtect’ specially designed EziBar
and AluRail column that is fitted in or around any window frame
or opening.
The safety bars are also popular with the Do It Yourselves (DIY)
and handyman industry. ViewProtect has different user-friendly
DIY kits available for our customers and is internationally
available on different online shop platforms.
These bars are also commonly used as burglar bars in security
complexes, balustrading, and protection of vehicle canopies.
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PRODUCTS

Armed Bars
Armed Bar is an aesthetically pleasing transparent
burglar bar fitted with Smart Bar technology that
has the impressive ability to protect the home and
inhabitants with physically strong, clear bars that are
integrated with a 24/7 active alarm monitoring system.
The Armed Bars are ViewProtect’ “flagship” products that place us
in a category of our own. These Armed Bars can be installed on
the window frame by using the new EziBar system or within a
specially designed AluRail column that is fitted in or around any
window frame or opening.
Armed Bar will provide the customer with the kind of freedom
they deserve.
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FIXING OPTIONS

AluRail
The AluRail is a specialised extruded aluminium
channel, designed to accommodate the
polycarbonate bars at the fixing points.
The AluRail will improve the fixtures' aesthetical look and, more
importantly, strengthen our fixing strength with up to 28%. The AluRails
also allows the product to be pre-manufactured before installation that
will speed-up the installation on site.
The AluRail components of the installation allow for a seamless
connection point between the bars and the alarm monitoring system; no
fixtures or wires are visible.
These AluRail fixing options provide the opportunity to install an escape
route (HotLock) that will allow the customer to escape through the bars
when trapped.
ViewProtect has so much confidence in our AluRail Armed Bars that we
will supply a 10 Year Break Through Warranty.
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FIXING OPTIONS

EziBar
The EziBar is an economical option to fix our safety as well as our
Armed Bar products. This product
was developed to save manufacturing and installation costs.
The sleek design of the EziBar makes it possible
to provide the ultimate protection at the lowest
price and allow more options to the customer
when window trimmings (blinds, shutters,
curtains, etc.) need to be installed.
Further savings are possible by adding a specially
designed magnetic switch on fixed glass panes connected to the EziBar unit. This
limits the need for additional bars on these windows. The alarm will be triggered
should the fixed glass pane be removed during an attempted burglary.
The EziBar has a patent-pending design that allows a quick “clip & fit” system that
makes onsite installation a breeze!
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PRODUCT

Trojan Gate
The Trojan Gate is a swing or sliding
security gate for the protection of
doorways. The Trojan Gate which
supplies unmatched protection features
and serves as an outside security barrier.
More than 50% of residential break-ins occur at doorways
due to a lack of security gates and barrier protection at this
point. This trend is further exacerbated by the inability of
most door lock striker plates to provide adequate strength
and stability against forced entry.
The Trojan Gate can be used as an outside security barrier
at any doorway. It allows the client the benefit of added
protection when they choose to open their external door.
Most of our Trojan gates are purposely made that includes
our Smart Bar technology to allow for a secure barrier.
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PRODUCT

ClearTrellis
The ViewProtect ClearTrellis is the world’s first
transparent retractable security gate that provides
an alternative in the metal retractable security gate
industry known for the caged feeling it gives a home.
All ClearTrellis gates are equipped with the innovative Smart Bar
technology and are a customised retractable security gate that is
manufactured according to each client’s needs.
The ClearTrellis will improve the client’s security with a 24/7 active alarm
protection, even if the gate is in motion, and a transparent physical barrier
that will not influence your valuable views, like other metal options.
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PRODUCT

HotLock
The HotLock will allow the inhabitants to escape the scene
and move to an area of safety. These HotLock units form part
of the security barrier and fix the transparent bars to the
specially designed AluRail frame.
During a fire or when trespassers enter a home or office, an escape route is critical to
avoid being trapped or overwhelmed.
The rapid unlocking mechanism allows the occupants to remove the bars and
quickly bend the bars away to allow exit. The alarm will activate immediately after
removing the Armed Bars from the AluRail due to a magnetic contact that is installed
in these bars.
This HotLock mechanism is a vital part of the Smart Bars technology product range.

HOTLOCK

When trapped – unlock the HOT LOCK
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PRODUCT

DIY (Do-It-Yourself )
ViewProtect’s uniquely designed and userfriendly transparent burglar bars DIY kits allow
the opportunity to sell our LEXAN polycarbonate
bars nationally and internationally from our
Online Shops to any DIY enthusiast.
With easy step by step Installation Instructions that will guide the
customer to perform their installation with ease. ViewProtect DIY
polycarbonate bars are available in 6mm or 8mm (thick) x 30mm
(width) and can be ordered up to 3 000mm (length).
An extensive range of DIY options is available to the customer to
make their installation proses as easy as possible. Visits our website
for more information on our DIY Options available.
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PRODUCT

Additional options
Sound bomb & Magnetic Switches

ViewProtect

Sound Bomb

Not all customers have existing alarm systems,
and one of the alternatives to the customer
that needs to save costs is to install a sound
bomb at each Armed Bar installation. It will
save the customer the expensive alarm system
installation costs, as well as he will save on the
monthly monitoring and reaction costs.
The magnetic switches will have a further
saving for the customer by installing magnetic
switches on the fixed glass panes, instead of
installing bars over these structures. These
magnetic switches are connected in series to
the Armed Bars that will provide an extension
to the 24/7 active zone.
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PRODUCT

Additional options
Cleaning Kit

This non-toxic, mixture can be used to clean polycarbonate
transparent burglar bars without damaging the material and UV
protection. This formulation will CLEAN, POLISH, and PROTECT
your polycarbonate bars against dust, fingerprints, etc. and will
remove the static developed after cleaning these bars.
These ViewProtect finger hood clothes are designed to easily
clean the ViewProtect transparent bars and avoid using dirty,
all-purpose cloths.
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COVID-19 PPE products

With the global COVID-19 pandemic, ViewProtect added PPE
products to our range of safety equipment. We developed an
intubation box that can be easily flat-packed after use or when
transporting to save space and costs.
ViewProtect has also started a COVID-19 Aid to assist children with
special needs, and with the help of sponsors, we could supply PPE
products to these schools.
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Comparisons in
the market

Cost comparisons* for physical barrier types

The existing security industry consists of
physical barriers and security alarm systems.
These two groups operate separately in the
industry, with our Smart Bar technology
products, we can combine these two groups
to form the ultimate security protection.

To compare security, these options should
include protection for fixed glass panes.

This diagram summarizes the estimated cost comparisons
between different security products in the South African market.
The PT129 aluminium window was used for the comparison.

PT129 with added Strip Beam protection

Spanish Bars R 2 810
Retractable Steel

R 2 300

Clear Bars
(R 120/m & tubes) R 2 240
Welded Steel
(R 900/m2) R 1 970
Aluminium
(R 100/m) R 1 600
AluRail Safety
(R 1350/m2) R 2 460
AluRail Armed Bars
(R 1600/m2) R 1 730

AluRail Armed Bars & Mag
(R 1600/m2 & 2x Mags) R 690
(R 1100/m2 & 2x Mags) R 390

Aluminium Window PT129
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ViewProtect Products

ARMED 24/7

It is clear that the Armed
Bars will provide a much
more secure protection,
as well as a cost-effective
option for the customer.

PT129

*approximate
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Armed Bar success stories
Since ViewProtect’s South African launch of the Armed Bars in 2011,
we have also installed the Armed Bars, internationally, for a variety of
customers. All of the installations have been connected to a 24/7 active
alarm zones, providing these customer with the ultimate protection.
To date, we are proud to announce that we have not received any accidental false alarms
from any of our 24/7 active installations done. This record has been active for the last
9 years! …and as far as we know there are no other alarm sensor, internationally available,
that can claim even a similar accomplishment.
We also receive extremely positive feedback from customers, where attempted burglaries
were averted and the burglars were caught off guard as the alarm was triggered during
their attempts to damage or break through the Armed Bars.
This is why we believe that our Armed Bars are the world’s most secure burglar alarm
sensor that is both aesthetically pleasing and affordable to the general public.
To further enhance our confidance in our unique AluRail Armed Bars, we will provide
a 10 Year Break Through Warranty – T&C’s apply.
Yours in leading security,

Marius De Villiers
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What’s next?
Contact us should you need more information
regarding ViewProtect products and services.
marius@viewprotect.co.za • +27 21 883 3551
www.viewprotect.co.za

V I E W P R O T E C T
World leader in transparent security barriers
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